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Vocabulary 

1. Fill in the blanks with proper words.  One word is extra. (3)  

(shout – diary – take - appreciation – hard of hearing – distinguished - forgive) 

1- She can’t ……………. him because he broke her mom’s vase. 

2- Why are you shouting? I am not ………………………….. .  

3- Every night before bed, she keeps a ……………. .  

4- They should ………….. louder and louder until the people can hear them. 

5- Dr. Hesabi was regarded as a …………… scientist.  

6- I’d like to give you a gift as a sign of ………….. . 

2. Circle the odd one out. (2)  

1- a) boost  b) lower  c) improve  d) increase 

2- a) product  b) means  c) tool   d) device 

3- a) definition  b) explanation  c) description   d) recommendation 

4. a) elementary b) advanced  c) technical  d) intermediate 

3. Circle the correct answers. (3)  

1- DVD ………. digital versatile disc. 

a) defines  b) stands for  c) involves  d) compares with 

2) A good dictionary should ………….. the pronunciation, part of speech, collocation, etc. 

a) expand  b) search  c) gain   d) contain 

3- Developing countries ………… no efforts to improve their economy. 

a) lower  b) donate  c) catch  d) spare 

4. Match columns A and B. Two are extra in B. (2)         

A                                                                 B 

 for     surprisingly 

 by     a rest 

 not     the way  

 take     example 

      of hearing 



5. Fill in the blanks. (2) 

recommend – arrange – effectively – contained – figure out 

1. The office needs three more computers to work more …………….. . 
2. These math problems are difficult. I can’t ………….. how to solve them. 
3. If you have a lot of thing to do, just make a list and ………… them in order of importance. 
4. I ……………. This book to anyone with an interest in chemistry. 

6. Match the words in column A to the word in B. (2) 

A        B 

1. A good diet is essential for everyone.    a. to stand for 
2. Water expands as it freezes.     b. needed 
3. Laughter boosts energy.       c. to mix 
4. Hydrogen and oxygen combine to form water.    d. to improve     
         e. to become larger  

Grammar 

7. Choose the best answer. (4) 

1. The land next to our house …….. sold to the government recently.       
1) is                                   2) will be                     3) has been                        4) had been 

2. Many apartments ……… for the poor employees during the last five years.       
1) are built   2) were building        3) have built                      4) have been built   

3. She's definitely not coming .......  
1) will she?   2) isn't she?     3) is she?           4) can she? 

4. It won't hurt .......  
1) does it?      2) will it?     3) can it?            4) did it? 

5. I wanted to go to the concert ....... all the tickets were sold out.  
1) so        2) but      3) and           4) yet 

6. I am going to do my homework ....... take a shower when I get home from school.  
1) and      2) but      3) so           4) or   

7. The woman ……….. I talked to was originally from Scotland.  
1) who    2) whom  3) who is         4) which 

8. I didn’t know the man ………… gave me the letter. 
1) who    2) whom  3) who had         4) which 

8. Combine these sentences with and, or, but and so. (1) 

The road is long…….                       

I had to go and do my job.  



You can go hard. …….  

You can go home.  

9. Change these active sentences to passive. (2) 

Ali bought his car in 2012 …………………………………………………………….. 

Mike had given the book to henry. ……………………………………………………. 

10. Rearrange the words to make sentences. (2) 

1. score / burst into/ saw / when / her / tears / she / Aida …………………………………………………………………….. 

2. Researchers/ Harvard University / a new/ discovered/ at/ element. …………………………………………………………….. 

11. Read the cloze test and fill in the blanks. (3) 

A new study found that having children in the house …….1……. lack of enough sleep in many mothers. 

Motherhood significantly ……2……. The number of the hours a mother lept night. …….3……, this had a 

negative effect on mother’s energy levels and tiredness during the day. The study found that father’s 

sleep remained largely unaffected by having ……4…… in the house. 48 percent of mothers under 45 

reported getting an average of seven hours of sleep a night, ……….5……. 62 percent of women of the 

same age who did not have kids at home. The researchers believe that lack of sleep negatively affects 

physical and …...6……. well-being. It increases the risk of different diseases and depression.  

1. a) lowered  b) improved  c) changed  d) caused 

2. a) decreased  b) spared  c) preferred  d) increased 

3. a) firstly  b)repeatedly  c) unsurprisingly d) calmly 

4. a) kids  b) hobbies  c) products  d) rooms 

5. a) caring for  b) despite  c) in addition to d) compared with 

6. a) educational b) mental  c) local   d) rational 

12. Read and fill in the blanks who, whom or which. (2) 

There were some students ……….. I knew and I was sure that only a few of them liked learning English. 

The rest whose parents had asked them to take an English class didn’t really like to study. One of these 

students ……….. hated English took my dictionary ………. I had borrowed from my uncle. Interestingly, 

after many years when I became a teacher in Tehran I saw him as one of my colleagues in one of the 

schools ………. I was teaching. Can you believe it? 

 

 دو چیز خیلی سر و صدا می کند؛ یکی خرده پول و دیگری خرده معلومات!

 0آلبرت انیشتین


